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“The now-legendary railroader who started his career in 1963 as a carman-oiler on the Frisco 
was no different than you or I. He was just Hunter. I’m sure that’s how he would like us to think 
of him.” — Bill Vantuono, Editor, Railway Age 

“The CSX Board of Directors is confident that Jim Foote, as acting Chief Executive Officer, and 
the rest of the CSX team will capitalize on the changes that Hunter has made.” — Edward J. 
Kelly III, Chairman of the Board 

“His gruff manner and bare-bones railway operating model rejuvenated underperforming 
companies, enraged unions and customers and made a lot of investors wealthy.” — Globe & 
Mail, December 16 

“Hunter Harrison’s practices, modified by customer-friendly policies, are a win-win 
combination.” — Fred Frailey 

Hunter Harrison died last Saturday afternoon. The  Board has named Jim Foote Acting CEO; 
that also makes him COO and Chief Commercial officer. The Board has said it has every 
confidence Foote can pull it off, given his long history of working with Hunter at CN and his 
solid working knowledge of how the Precision Railroading model is supposed to work. That 
said, he comes from a commercial background and has never really had to run a railroad. 

Foote had said on the Friday call announcing Hunter’s turn for the worse that the “heavy lifting” 
of making the transition at CSX had largely been done, so now the challenge will be execution. 
It’s not clear how far down the food chain the personnel changes went, but I’m comfortable 
saying the middle-management institutional knowledge remains intact.   

Assuming that is the case, the regional and shortline railroads doing business with CSX can best 
help their own causes by minimizing shortline dwells, pre-blocking for the distant node, and 
helping the local CSX contacts work through this time of uncertainty. The 29th annual Short 
Line Workshop is scheduled for March 4-6.  

[Correction: Last week I incorrectly referred to Harrison as Chairman. He was CEO.]  

The Railcar Report from PFL Petroleum offers a valuable service. On Tuesday last readers 
were advised that crude by rail is moving again, though CP and CN have restricted new volumes 
until the spring. Thus swelling inventories of Canadian crude oil and the lack of pipeline capacity 
have made the time ripe for rail cars to get back to work. PFL writes:  
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Over the last few months, a number of factors have created an environment where crude-by-
rail can exist again. Cars that were sitting in long-term storage have been sent back to work, 
though most only have 1-3 years left before they must be returned to their respective lessors. 
When the economics correct, or cars need to be returned to their respective lessors, all of the 
cars that were put to work will need to head back into storage of some kind.  

At that point, fleet managers must be able to anticipate favorable storage locations for their 
return on lease that offer maintenance/cleaning services [see North Shore RR and Tactical 
Cleaning Co. (TC2) for how to engage on a short line — rhb] and favorable rates. Activity 
remains brisk in all rail car types. It’s looking like 2018 is going to be a bullish year for what 
has been a lackluster industry over the last couple of years. 
  

Car storage is a major below-the-line “other income” item for many short lines. This is a good 
time to review your previous/current storage portfolio to negotiate more favorable rates. It is 
essential because making arrangements while cars are still in use saves you from making any of 
the same mistakes twice. Good hunting. 

A couple of years ago I subscribed to the RealVision service that provides on-demand video and 
printed material giving me access to the thoughts and ideas of a wide variety of successful global 
investors. Topics range from how the present mideast conflict can drive markets, to the causes of 
the past decade of lost growth, to the ways China’s One Belt, One Road initiative can affect 
goods movement world-wide.  

Most recently, I read a paper by chartist Greg Weldon, “Special Focus on the US: A New School 
Version of an Old-School Problem,” delving into employment trends and how they relate to 
specific industries. He’s been working the financial markets for more than 30 years and offers 
“unique, in-depth, top-down fundamental analysis, blended with a bottom-up technical overlay.” 
His work covers a diversified menu of global-capital markets and variety of market participants 
find it useful. See weldononline.com for more info. Excerpts: [Bracket notes are mine.] 

Thus far in 2017,  

* The number of unemployed rose by more than did the number of employed, pushing the 
employed-to-population ratio to 60% now from a low of 58% in 2012 and a high of 65% in 
2000. Yet there has been a huge increase in the aggregate weekly hours index, and a broad-based 
rise in hours worked without increasing the number of persons employed.  

* The average weekly earnings percent change has shrunk to 3%, down from 4% in 2008. The 
year-over-year consumer price index change of 2% monthly since 2007 doesn’t leave much slack 
for household spending on discretionary items.  

* Total November job openings were a record 1,000,000+. Employers report lack of skilled 
workers; in this type labor market those with requisite skills and training have an advantage. 
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* What responders are saying by industry [and which could lead to more railroad carloads]: 
Chemicals: more orders for the next 6 to 12 months. 
Machinery makers: increasing capacity even as suppliers are tightening inventories [operating 
fewer bigger trains runs counter to this trend]  
Fabricated metal products: consistent demand through year-end versus the usual slacking off. 
Transportation equipment: a healthy backlog of orders; local economy strong, fairly tight labor 
market. [includes automotive, railcars, and aircraft.] 
Nonmetallic minerals: Strong seasonal demand for products. [Frac sand, e.g.] 

*Commodities reported up in price and in short supply: Aluminum, plastic soda, copper, plastic 
resins, silicone, hot rolled steel, steel tubing, titanium dioxide, zinc oxide. [Higher prices can 
support higher freight rates; short supply means more of it has to be on the move to fill the 
supply chain.]  Industries reporting decrease in November for new orders: wood products [no 
surprises there.] 

In other words, there are more upside than downside opportunities for rail freight participation in 
the present-day industrial environment. You just have to find them and I’m hopeful this analysis 
will suggest some new doors to open. 

Genesee & Wyoming November North American carloads slid 4.6% year-over-year as coal 
and ag products, the second and third largest commodities by volume were down double-digits 
(minerals & stone edged out coal for the top spot). Car-counts for the seven commodities 
comprising nearly 80% of total merchandise carloads are all in five digits; of the seven, three are 
up and four are down. Same-store loads ex-Heart of Georgia Railroad decreased 5.0%. 

GWR total revenue units continue to see small or negative year-over-year changes month to 
month with new railroads ameliorating the situation somewhat. For the year, year-over-year 
changes each month are generally under 2% or are negative. The year-to-date changes by month 
seem to be getting smaller, even with the addition of new railroads. The month-to-month changes 
nearly alternate up-then-down. Looks to me like there isn’t any particularly significant upward 
trend in revenue units. I’m hopeful their strong strong pipeline story starts producing shortly.  

This will be the last Week in Review for 2017. Thanks again for your continuing interest and 
encouragement. I’m looking forward to having you along for the ride in 2018.  

The Railroad Week in Review, a compendium of railroad industry news, analysis and comment, is sent 
as a PDF via e-mail 50 weeks a year. Individual subscriptions and subs for short lines with less than 
$12 million annual revenues $150. Corporate subscriptions $550 per year. To subscribe, click on 
theWeek in Review tab at www.rblanchard.com.  © 2017 The Blanchard Company
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